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Trends and Opportunities 
of Industry 4.0 in Wood 
Manufacturing Processes
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Abstract

Wood industry is key for sustainability and an important economic activity 
in many countries. In manufacturing plants, wood variability turns operation 
management more complex. In a competitive scenario, assets availability is criti-
cal to achieve higher productivity. In a new fourth industrial revolution, Industry 
4.0, data engineering permits efficient decisions making. Phenomena difficult to 
model with conventional techniques are turned possible with algorithms based on 
artificial intelligence. Sensors and machine learning techniques allow intelligent 
analysis of data. However, algorithms are highly sensitive of the problem and his 
study to decide on which work is critical. For the manufacturing wood processes, 
Industry 4.0 is a great opportunity. Wood is a material of biological origin and 
generates variabilities over the manufacturing processes. For example, in the veneer 
drying, density and anatomical structure impact the product quality. Scanners 
have been developed to measure variables and outcomes, but decisions are made 
yet by humans. Today, robust sensors, computing capacity, communications and 
intelligent algorithms permit to manage wood variability. Real-time actions can 
be achieved by learning from data. This paper presents trends and opportunities 
provided by Industry 4.0 components. Sensors, decision support systems and intel-
ligent algorithms use are reviewed. Some applications are presented.

Keywords: wood manufacturing, industry 4.0, multiple sensors, bigdata, machine 
learning

1. Introduction

In industrialized nations, manufacturing has become a key growth factor. “Great 
Britain was the first industrializer and became the technological leader of the world 
economy. Manufacturing became the main engine of the economic growth in the 
19th century, spreading manufacturing production technologies to other coun-
tries” [1]. Digital manufacturing (Artificial Intelligence, bigdata analytics, cloud 
computing, among others) is changing the nature of manufacturing production. 
The adoption of these technologies (by developing countries) can foster inclusive 
and sustainable industrial development and the achievement of the Sustainable 
Development Goals [2].

Wood industry is key for sustainability and an important economic activity in 
many countries. In recent years, manufactured wood products for construction 
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have had special relevance. These represent 38.1% of wood-based products 
worldwide [3].

As a biological material, wood is variable in its physical and anatomical prop-
erties. Wood mechanical or chemical transformation processes are affected. In 
manufacturing processes, process variables must be managed to achieve quality and 
productivity standards. In industrial systems, productivity and product quality are 
affected by multiple variables. The “wood material” adds an additional complexity 
degree. Traditionally, human experience has been able to control many variables 
and maintain the operating system. However, the human capacity has limits and to 
use sensors and computers is needed to help online decision-making.

For decades, multiple sensors for generic physical variables such as pressure, 
speed, or temperature have been developed. Specific sensors capable of measur-
ing and characterizing wood, including destructive and non-destructive testing, 
have been developed. For industrial use in manufacturing process control non-
destructive characterization is the most important. This allows monitoring and 
control (usually by humans) the process in real time. In a competitive scenario, to 
achieve higher operating factors, lack assets availability is critical. To have in real 
time information on the operational behavior allows online decision-making. Lack 
of data and its analysis does not allow to forecast and prescribe operation behaviors 
and improve performance. Decision-making has become more complex, uncertain, 
and rapidly changing external conditions. However, the use of online data in indus-
trial settings is still incipient. Computing power and robust algorithms capable of 
predicting behavior in complex environments using data are recent.

The fourth industrial revolution presents great opportunities for wood manu-
facturing processing. Sensor’s development, high computing capacity, industrial 
internet (Internet of Things, IoT) and learning algorithms can allow a much better 
handling of uncertainty and material variability. Algorithms based on artificial 
intelligence make possible online decisions and prediction of phenomena that are 
difficult to model with conventional techniques. Sensor’s availability and Machine 
Learning techniques allow the intelligent capture, display, and data analysis [4, 
5]. Machine Learning (and Deep Learning) uses the history of data, of positive 
or negative experiences to model real processes and automatically conclude for 
other situations. The choice of the algorithms depends to the problem. Therefore, 
new opportunities are open for academia and industry to improve the industrial 
wood processing. Studying appropriate performant models and determining which 
variables and which sensors to use, among other considerations, are part of the data 
engineering and futures research work.

This work presents the industry 4.0 scopes, components, and opportunities for 
the wood industrial manufacturing. Data collection and engineering are the focus. 
Some author’s examples are shown.

2. Industry 4.0 and components

In recent decades, the industry has evolved toward more intensive use of 
digital technologies. And this has passed from traditional automation to a new 
industrial revolution, the fourth industrial revolution or Industry 4.0. The first 
revolution was the introduction of mechanization and steam power. The second 
was the incorporation of mass production and division of labor. And the third 
revolution incorporated electronics, automation and CAX (Computer Aided X) 
technologies.

The 1980s changed the direction of industrial production policies. Taylorian 
mass production evolved toward a production of a variety of products, with costs 
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like those of the production of large quantities. In 1990s, the focus was on integrat-
ing manufacturing automation technologies mainly robotics, CNC (Computer 
Numerical Control), CAD / CAM (Computer Aided Design/ Computer Aided 
Engineering), and automatic control (Advanced Manufacturing Technologies). 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) emphasized data integration into 
the production cycle of the firm, it was the third industrial revolution [6]. 
Manufacturing evolved from the intensive labor use in traditional manufacturing to 
a sophisticated set of processes based on information technology [4].

In 2011, Industry 4.0 emerges as a focus of the competitiveness of Germany’s 
industry [7]. It is defined as networks that incorporate Cyber-Physical Systems that 
handle bigdata and use Artificial Intelligence. Industry 4.0 is based on develop-
ments of the last 20 years, at least four: research in artificial intelligence, better 
computing capacity and speed, internet development and wireless communication. 
For example, the combination of distributed systems, self-organizing systems and 
artificial intelligence was the prelude to what today in industry 4.0 is known as 
Cyber-Physical Systems [8–11].

Data science and artificial intelligence would be the “core” of Industry 4.0 
[2]. The consequences are the virtual factory (or digital twin) and autonomous 
machines (Cyber-physical Systems) capable of interacting “intelligently” with other 
machines and humans [12]. Data analysis (data science) makes it possible to make 
decisions and predict dynamic phenomena that are difficult to model with conven-
tional techniques. Industry 4.0 is the data revolution, especially in the manufactur-
ing industry [13]. Today object is about the massive use of data and analysis for the 
design and operation of industrial systems.

2.1 Components

Many authors have defined components part of this fourth revolution. Some 
place more emphasis on hardware devices and others on software elements. 
However, both data and automatic analysis are the base and more common denomi-
nator: the data science approach. Several methodologies exist to drive data projects, 
but in general that consists in fourth steps: to know the problem, to understand 
the data, to extract features and to model an analyze [14]. Data engineering is 
complementary and fundamental to achieve implementations: from data capture to 
the action over the physical system. First task in data engineering is to make avail-
able data: to select sensors, to process signals and to generate descriptors and data 
warehouse. Second, it is to know the physical processes, to understand and visualize 
data and to extract features. And finally, tasks are modeling and implementation for 
actions (Figure 1).

Figure 1. 
Data engineering process.
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Without data engineering 4.0 technologies would not be possible. In this work, 
four technological components are visited: Industrial Internet, Cloud Computing, 
Virtual Factory and Cyber-Physical Systems.

2.1.1 Industrial internet (II)

II Is to use the internet for industrial purposes. All is called Internet of Things 
(IoT). An IoT system consists of Industrial Wireless Networks (IWN) and Internet 
of Things (IoT) [15]. It includes machines and equipment, networks, the cloud, and 
terminals. “Things” and “objects” interact with each other and cooperate to achieve 
common goals. “IoT is capable of offering specific and personalized products. 
Users can customize products via web pages. Then, web servers transmit data to the 
industrial cloud and plants via wired or wireless networks” [5]. 5G technology will 
allow high speeds of communication and industrial internet feasible.

Also, it is possible to define Internet of Services (IoS). IoS allows providers to 
offer their services over the Internet. “IoS is emerging, based on the idea that ser-
vices are made easily available through web technologies, allowing companies and 
private users to combine, create and offer new kind of value- added services” [16].

2.1.2 Cloud computing (CC)

CC is a set of resources, including physical servers, networks, storage, and user 
applications accessible from Internet [17]. CC is a new concept. it is a collection of 
configurable computing services to be made accessible and released as specified 
[18]. It also allows easy and on-demand network access. Different networks, serv-
ers, storage, applications, and services resources are disponible today. Services pro-
viders, e.g., Microsoft Azure, Alibaba Cloud, Amazon, and Google Cloud, provide 
access through the internet. Clients pay only for the resources they use. CC services 
are one crucial components of the Industry 4.0 including IoT and CPSs [19].

2.1.3 Cyber-physical system (CPS)

CPS comprise intelligent devices capable of exchanging information autono-
mously, causing actions and controlling each other independently. “CPS are systems 
of collaborating computational entities which are in intensive connection with the 
surrounding physical world and its on-going processes, providing and using, at the 
same time, data-accessing and data-processing services available on the Internet” 
[20]. CPS is an integration of computation with physical world. Computers monitor 
and control the physical processes. Feedback loops act where physical processes 
affect computations and vice versa [21, 22]. Software and hardware with sensor and 
action are integrated (Figure 2).

2.1.4 Virtual factory (VF)

VF is defined as a virtual model that assists people and machines in the execu-
tion of their tasks. They are systems that work in the background. In 1993, the 
VF concept was introduced by Onosato and Iwata [23]. VF It considers the actual 
context information such as the position and state of an object. In a virtual factory, 
the CPS perform tasks, communicate, and take those actions to the real world of the 
plant [9]. VF include virtual organization, emulation facility and integrated simula-
tion. In [24]. VF is defined “as an integrated simulation model of major subsystems 
in a factory that considers the factory as a whole and provides an advanced decision 
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support capability.” Virtual models can guide physical entities responding to the 
changes in their environment and to improve operations [25].

A similar concept, Digital Twin (DT) has been proposal. In [26] DT a produc-
tion line is integrated with the real production processes using a simulation model. 
Real-time interaction between virtual and physical world allows DTs to respond to 
unexpected changes in manufacturing processes more rapidly [23].

3. Manufacturing processes in the wood industry

3.1 Manufacturing and process industry

It is “manufacturing, any industry that makes products from raw materials using 
manual labour or machinery and that is usually carried out systematically with a 
division of labour. In a more limited sense, manufacturing denotes the fabrication 
or assembly of components into finished products on a fairly large scale” [27]. Many 
authors difference manufacturing and process industry [28].

Manufacturing is a discrete system and uses machines or workstations to 
change forms, dimensions, or surfaces. Lines or cells assembly parts to obtain final 
products. Process industry is a continuous system and put emphasis over chemical 
processes, or batch like reaction, heat, cold, to generate final product liquid, gas 
or solid. In the forest industry, manufacturing is concerned to the “solid” wood 
transformation and process industry more with pulp and paper industry.

3.2 Wood transformation

The first wood transformation begins with the log after harvest. In the sawmill 
industry the main product is dry sawn wood. In the board industry products are 
veneers, flakes, particles, and fibers. Second transformation generates appearance 
and engineering products such as moldings, furniture parts, plywood, CLT (Cross 
Laminated Timber), OSB (Oriented Strands Board) and particle or fiberboard. 
Different operations can be considered: milling, molding, peeling, pressing, drying, 
gluing, painting, among others.

Main operations of the manufacturing industry are cutting operations that pro-
duce changes in shape, dimensions, and surfaces. Wood is an anisotropic material, but 
it is treated as an orthotropic material. Its mechanical properties change on the radial, 

Figure 2. 
CFS: Interaction of agents [10].
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tangential and longitudinal axes. This affects the “cutting” behavior according to the 
direction of the stress of the cutting tool [29]. Similarly, anatomy, density, singulari-
ties, and moisture content impact product quality and productivity. For example, well 
known is the effect of properties and species on the drying of lumber or veneer.

In cutting with or without chip, the tool interaction with the material produces 
cutting forces that release energy producing pressure waves and tool wear [29]. In 
the sawmill and remanufacturing industry, tool wear directly affects production 
costs due to its negative effects on dimensional and surface quality of the product. 
In sawmill, cutting forces wear the tooth on all faces, increasing friction. Friction 
changes heat and cutting angles producing inefficient cut over time. The surface 
quality increases its roughness.

Wear and heat of tool lead to loss of rigidity increasing kerf and dimensional 
inaccuracy.

In longitudinal sawing, working angles α, β and γ of the cutting tool, geom-
etry, feed per tooth, the feed and cutting speed movement must be optimized 
(Figure 3). These and other variables depend on the properties of the wood 
and the cutting height. In high productivity sawmilling feeding speeds of over 
120 m / min are driven, correct monitoring and control in real time is key. In 
[30], factors involved in the sawing process are classified into three categories: 
(1) workpiece, (2) feed, and (3) tool. Combined effects are analyzed showing a 
complete review of studies. Here, emphasis is to put the sensor to allow online 
prediction and intelligent monitoring systems and increase the productivity.

3.3 Main factors

For wood manufacturing processes, influencing factors are the material, the 
operation, and the transformation technology. In cutting processes, factors are 
combined, the cutting tool being important. These impact on assets, rotating mech-
anisms, landings, materials, motors, auxiliary systems, and other devices. Heat and 
mechanical power impact machine availability. In sawing, saws fatigue generates 
cracks and microcracks in the bottom of the blade throat. Vibrations impact on 
clamping and feeding systems acting on the products dimensional accuracy [31].

Figure 3. 
A typical sawmill tool and material interaction.
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In other manufacturing operations such as drying, painting, gluing, or pressing, 
heat and mass transfer phenomena, adhesion and stress-deformation intervene. For 
example, in veneer continuous drying, air velocity, steam temperature and feed rate 
determine the cracks presence and the product moisture content. For years, for dif-
ferent species different transformation technologies have been studied. For sawmill, 
main factors are presented Figure 4.

4. Data engineering and wood manufacturing processes

4.1 Sensors and data in wood manufacturing

To make available data is a key task. Unfortunately, many industrial environ-
mental have not yet all availability. Wood industries are not the exception. To 
measure power, temperatures, tool wear, pressions, velocities, vibrations and physi-
cal and wood anatomical characteristics requires robust sensors. Today, dimen-
sions, moisture, density and many wood and panels defects can be tested online. 
Indirectly certain critical variables can be quantified. That is especially important 
when these variables depend on more conventional measurable physical phenom-
ena (e.g., electrical variables, temperatures, vibrations, sound, etc.). In [32], cutting 
and feed per tooth are correlate with acoustic emission and saw temperature. In 
mechanical operations, cutting forces explain good machining behavior [33, 34]. In 
general, tool wear can be related indirectly with heat liberation, power consumma-
tion vibrations or acoustic emission.

In the plywood industry, peeling cutting forces with vibrations, acoustic emis-
sion and artificial vision can be correlated [33]. Cutting in particle panels can be 
explained by power consummation [34]. For milling, [35] show that sound and 
vibrations can be used to predict the online surface quality. For P. radiata, both 
acoustic emission and electric power to predict surface quality are showed in [36]. 

Figure 4. 
Factors in a sawmill monitoring.
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In [37], microwaves are used to detect knots and log defect using laser are shown in 
[38]. Others researches on non-destructive test exist.

In the same order, many superficial wood characteristics can be measured by 
artificial vision techniques [39, 40]. Today, industrial scanners can extract different 
knout types and singularities, colors, timber edger and in certain applications X-ray 
determines internal defects [41–43]. In the panel industry, dimensions, density, and 
panel moisture are captured online. To classify veneers, scanner test splits, discolor-
ation, and holes. However mechanical properties are yet tested outline.

Several industrial applications are today available. For example, in sawmills, 
vision and laser are used to capture the logs true shape and the dimensions of 
boards (by companies like USNR, MPM and Microtec). Many modern sawmills 
around the word are users of these technologies. X-rays was yet developed for logs, 
probably Microtec is a company leader over this segment. To detects wood defects, 
both internal and external, to board in second transformation applications exist. 
Main suppliers are Weining, GreCon and Microtec with WoodEye©.

In the wood manufacturing industry, normally scanners aide to control specifi-
cal and local operation like parts classification, first cutting in sawmill or thickness 
mat on particle or fiber panels. Yet, data is non stocked for analysis or to create 
prediction models. World class wood producers are beginning to use and collect 
real-time data to extract information and add value (interviews and experiences of 
the authors).

4.2 Artificial intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI) or more specific Machine Learning (ML) is the core 
of industry 4.0 [44]. Artificial Intelligent has been defined by E. Rich like “the 
study of how to make computers do things at which, at the moment, people are 
better” [45]. If it is believed that intelligence is only a human property. Another 
Langton’s definition of intelligence involves all living system [46]. A prominent AI 
area is Machine Learning (ML) consisting in the capacity to learn to solve problems. 
ML is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically through experi-
ence [47]. And experience are historical data. Last years, Deep Learning (DL) is a 
new approach and area of ML. In DL, news algorithms using multi-layer artificial 
neural network work [48]. ML and DL permit today successful applications and an 
increase considerable research in many fields.

Complex structure of bigdata can be discovery using DL technics like 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [49, 50]. Support Vector Machine, Random 
Forest or Bayes technics work on an important set of problems. However, CNN are 
advantageous to extract features of industrial bigdata [48]. Computing capacity and 
bigdata turn possible DL technics to industrial systems applications [51–53].

To wood industry several authors have showed advances using ML. In [54], 
plywood defects are classified by Support Vector Machine (SVM). In [55], wood 
quality is automatically classified. In [35], Neural Networks like cutting prediction 
is used. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) is special type of Neural Network. 
Pass knowledge can be used to learning and predict. In [56], by RNN productivity 
prediction of a high production sawmill is modeled.

In ML, practice and testing are keys. Data engineering methodologies are 
important to validate complex problems having many variables and non-lineal rela-
tions [52]. Choice of model’s hyperparameters, learning and evaluation data size can 
become decisive to achieve good performances. Learning data sizes can be different 
according to the problem. Always, more data is better. Fortunately, in industrial 
environments data can be “bigdata”. To validate models, data size can go from some 
miles to millions.
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4.3 Cases: ML and data collection

Studies in sawmill industrial process show that RNN to predict productivity 
with 30,000 records 0.8 of coefficient of determination can be obtained [56]. To 
classify veneer quality in a plywood continuous industrial drying using Neural 
Network and Random Forest 6,000 records allowed accuracies over O.8 [57]. In 
this case, online data collection was implemented to stock veneers, operation, and 
technology variables. Raw data was pre-process and filtered and a data set ware-
house was generated. Material factors considered dimensions, moisture, and forest 
origin. Operations taken account feed and batch sizes. Drying technology variables 
were different important factors like steam temperature, pressions and opening. 
Response was veneer quality (Figure 5).

In a melamine particle panels industry too much money can be lost if the final 
product classification is not good. Using computer vision, multispectral sensors, 
cloud computing and ML algorithms it is possible to classify panels with 0.95 of 
accuracy (Figure 6). Multi sensor and data integration permit better performances. 
More of 14,000 records were used to learning and testing.

5. Conclusions

Benefices and components of Industry 4.0 was presented. Focus is on data 
engineering. Data analysis, Machine Learning and Deep Learning are in the core 
of Industry 4.0. Availability of sensors, better computing processor and wireless 
communication turn possible this new revolution and great opportunities for 
manufacturing industries. IoT is beginning. 5G technology will allow high speeds 
of communication and industrial internet feasible. Computing cloud represents 

Figure 5. 
Data collection in a drying veneer process.

Figure 6. 
Multispectral data process to classify industrial melamine panels [58, 59].
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opportunities for Small and Medium Enterprises too. Lower cost can be obtained 
when data processing and stockage is done in the cloud. CFS are still in growth and 
ML models to autonomous computing are showing auspicious and robust. Virtual 
factory (digital twin) is subject of a series of investigations. Prototypes of virtual 
reality and simulation models using real-time data is a reality.

In the wood manufacturing industry, last year, research contributions toward 
4.0 techniques have been focuses in developing no-destructive sensors and models. 
Most of the investigations have been driven into the labs. But industry 4.0 woks 
with data, bigdata. Learning and testing ML models requires a lot of experiences. 
Industry to increase productivity and product quality need robust algorithms 
working within hazard environment to carry out intelligent actions. Either actions 
to aide decision making or automatic control. ML or DP models must be perfor-
mants. The authors argue that it is necessary to approach academy and producers. 
Experience is fundamental to understanding data. The fourth revolution is the 
data revolution. In this context, researcher and practitioners should be overcome 
three factors: know the wood, understand the process, and use data engineering 
methodologies.
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